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LET’S TALK ABOUT DRAINS!

Drains can cause a real problem in outcomes 
if they are not done properly. Drains need to 

be in the right place and doing the right 
function. Believe it or not, we basically build 
the shower area around the drain, it’s that 

important.

Our Universal Design team use these longer 
drains to catch more of the water over a wider 
area. This allows the slope of the floor to not to 
be so drastic in regards to feeding water to a 

small surface area of traditional drain. 

There are also techniques to slope the floor 
you wouldn't normally think was possible, but 

we have done so many bathrooms over the 
last 10 years that we can prevent extra 

thresholds or water barriers to be built with a 
better drain and floor design. 

Don’t let your outcome… go down the drain.  



Stepping back, this is the finished 
result, and a really satisfied client.

Note: The vanity and mirror are to the right 
of this photo. The picture is taken from the 

barn door entrance.

Access for Everyone!



OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY 
MONTH!

Thank you to all of the 
OT’s for the work you 
do every day to help 

everyone around you!!

October 27th is 
World 

Occupational 
Therapy Day!!

We appreciate you!!



Best News Ever!!
As of October 1 2022, Home 
Medical Solutions is back 
as a Wheelchair and Large 

Equipment Vendor with 
AADL

HAZAA!! HAZAA!! HAZAA!! HAZAA!! HAZAA!!
While we are eternally grateful for our buying 
group partners at Advantage Home Health, for 
allowing us to sub-contract with them, it is 
definitely a huge win for HMS and our clients 
that we can work directly with AADL and 
authorizers of AADL to continue doing the 
great work we love to do.
We cannot thank you enough for all the 
support over the last contract year. 

 

Thanks to everyone!! 
It means the world to our 

team over here.



Straight Stairglides
 

Handicare was recently acquired by Savaria, a global 
leader in home accessibility equipment. Savaria 

products are manufactured in Canada, alleviating 
most of the common supply chain issues faced when 

purchasing Stairglides.

As a result of the 
acquisition, Savaria now 
owns the award winning 

1100 series stairglide. 
Equipped with an 

innovative motor design 
and patented four-wheel 
drive technology the 1100 

series is ultra quiet, 
reliable and comes with a 
unique rail design allowing 

this stairglide to be 
seamlessly installed on the 

left or right side of the 
stairs without the need to 

special order based on 
staircase orientation. This 
allows HMS to proactively 

stock the 1100 and cut 
down on installation 

delays experienced by 
most vendors.  



Great Options HMS can safely 
say, we can install 

the 1100 Stairlift 
the next day, if 

need be. 

We are able to 
accomplish this as 
we have doubled 
our stock with this 
versatile product. 
It also helps that 
Savaria has their 

Western Canadian 
hub in Calgary, so 
if we ever need to, 

we bring the 
product over from 

them.

Again, we can 
literally install a 
stairlift the next 

day with 
dedicated 

installers from our 
Universal Design 

department.

Zero Intrusion - To be able 
to close doors and/or 
minimize trip hazards

Slide Track - To keep access 
clear and/or minimize trip hazards.



Other Straight Stairlifts

The 950+ for 
elegant design 

For when Premium 
Features like

 Power Seat 
Power Swivel

Power Footrest 
are required for best 

outcomes

For Bariatric 
solutions, Savaia has 
one of the best heavy 

duty stairlifts. 

The K2 Plus with a 
Plus seat that adjusts 

up to 24" wide and 
offers 400 lb weight 

capacity



Savaria - Custom Stairglides
With the FreeCurve now manufactured in 
Canada, Savaria is continuing to cut their 

leads times and are promoting to us that we 
can offer Custom Stairglides in 3-4 weeks 

come 2023

Single 
Low-Profile

Stylish Design

Great Features

Zero Intrusion 
Feature

To minimize 
trip hazards

Parking Stall 
Feature 

Tucks the chair 
nicely away

Power Hinge 
Feature - Again 
minimizes fall 

risks



Guess who’s joining our team as 
the Sales & Marketing Manager 

????

Halloween Treat Time

If you can reply back to dthompson@hmscanada.ca with 
your answer, the first 10 people will receive a giftcard from 

Tim Horton’s. 

Enter as many times as you like:))))))))))))))))))))))))))

Canadian Seating & Mobility Time

The next couple of issues will be devoted 
to the other thing we do really well…

 Seating and Mobility!

We can’t wait to show you all the latest 
and greatest with what’s going on with 

Mobility and Seating availability.

mailto:dthompson@hmscanada.ca


Savaria - Vertical  Lifts
Vertical & Inclined platform lifts 
have helped a whole generation 
before us achieve accessibility. 
Nowadays, these lifts can be set 
up to be simple residential 
elevator devices which 
dramatically reduces the cost of 
an lift/elevator in the home.
It's really important how 
these devices are installed

CSA is progressing 
regulations in Canada 
where they want to see an 
automated security gate at 
the top of the lift on 
everything over 5 feet. 

We ensure that there are no possible pinch 
points between the lift and its surrounding. 

We also install all our 
lifts directly into the 
electrical panels of our 
clients homes to ensure 
that the lift does not 
needlessly trip a breaker 
and stop working when 
it's needed most

At HMS, we are recommending a lift at any 
height for someone in a mobility device because 
of the hazard of falling while tin the device. 

These Lifts 750lbs Weight Capacity



Savaria - Inclined Lifts

Curved - Omega

For stairs with multiple levels, 
curves or intermediate landings

Platform folds up to keep 
stairs unobstructed

Sometimes using the existing stairs is the best option for 
bringing the client, and the mobility they use, between 

floors. There are major considerations to confirm if these 
products are appropriate, like the support structure 

around the stairs. The stairs ideally would want to be 42” 
or wider, but they are able to install them at 36” wide. 

These lifts 550lbs Weight Capacity

Straight - Delta

Platform folds up to keep 
stairs unobstructed

Provides access over a single 
flight of stairs in residential or 

commercial settings

https://www.savaria.com/wheelchair-lifts

https://www.savaria.com/wheelchair-lifts


Telecab Home Lifts
https://hmscanada.com/gallery/

Please check out the Elevator section of our gallery by clicking 
on this link. You will see the Telecab we installed for our client. 

We were able to put it in the middle while their stairs went 
around it down to their basement

Elevators prices have dropped over the last 10-15 
years and with the popularity of 
Future Proofing homes we will continue to 
see models and options be available to more 
and more people.

Savaria - Elevators

https://hmscanada.com/gallery/


Savaria - Premium Elevators 

Vuelift MiniZenith

Vuelift



Okay Okay….we get it, Dave.

Savaria does every major touch point 
for accessibility in the homes. 

From AADL Portable Patient lifters, Ceiling Track, to Handicare 
and Silvalea Slings. 
From Stairlifts to Elevators and all the Vertical & Inclined Lifts in 
between, Savaria and HMS can create great outcomes throughout 
the home, especially with the construction aspect of our 
Universal Design department. We are Alberta’s leader in this area 

Even check out their Accessible Van area
https://wheelchairvans.ca/

https://wheelchairvans.ca/
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